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Introduction

The Gas Well Study for 2009 pursued three different topics: examination of
gas well sites in Putnam and Kanawha Counties, an extended environmental
assessment for three sites, and an investigation into the effects of high chloride
concentration and load within a woodland environment.1

Examination of well sites continued the study begun in 2008 and found
similar problems as those we saw that year when 19 wells operated by a single
company were surveyed. Most notable is the high incidence of missing or
incorrect API number at the wellhead and missing or inadequate secondary
containment for condensate (crude petroleum) storage tanks. This year’s study
was of wells that were operated by a total of 7 companies and shows that the
problems we noted in our 2008 Study are industry-wide in the geographical
area covered.2

Environmental assessment of three sites operated by two companies show
troubling waste management practices and lacking state regulation of industry
activities. While we focused solely on the presence of chloride in two of the
assessments, the third assessment demonstrated that the presence of elevated
chloride can also indicate the presence of dangerous heavy metals.

A small study to examine the effects of land application of high-chloride
waste on woodland species demonstrated profound negative effects by
solutions at 6,200 ppm3 and 14,000 ppm. The study will be expanded in 2010
and in spring 2010 we’ll find if the negative effects seen in the summer of 2009
persist.

This report will be divided into three major parts: well survey,
environmental assessment, and waste management. A conclusion ends the
report followed by a list of sources used with web addresses.

                                                
1 Our environmental assessments use some of the procedures described in James K. Otton and
Robert A. Zielinski, 2000, Simple techniques for assessing impacts of oil and gas operations on Federal
Lands: a field evaluation at Big South Fork National River and Recreation Area, Scott County, Tennessee
(online edition).
2 Our website has a section devoted to the 2008 Gas Well Study with pages illustrating wells
visited and a link for download of the Gas Well Study, 2008 report: George Monk and Molly
Schaffnit, Gas Well Study, 2008, Sootypaws website.
3 In this report we use parts per million (ppm) for concentrations measured either as mg/l
(liquid measure) or mg/kg (solid measure). A single milligram per liter or kilogram is equal to
1 ppm.
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Well Survey

In 2009 we examined 15 well sites and 1 site ready to drill. Two of the wells
were plugged, two of the wells we first examined in 2008 but were not included
in our 2008 Study, and two of the wells were re-examined for environmental
assessments. We first visited one site in 2008 when the drill rig was still in place
and returned to again a number of times in 2009.

One large national company operates 6 of the sites, a Kanawha County
based company operates 3, a Putnam County based company operates 3, and 4
companies operate the 4 other wells (one of which is plugged).4

Problems at sites ranged from regulatory to maintenance/management.
Regulations cover the presence of API numbers5 (missing or incorrect at 47% of
the sites, see Table 1 on page 14) and secondary containment for condensate
storage tanks6 (missing or inadequate at 56% of sites with tanks). Maintenance
and management problems include a leaking union joint (noted at several visits
to one well), bad roads (47-039-05999 in Kanawha County had the worst road
we saw in 2009), trash, lack of paint, and so forth (see Table 2 on page 15).

The well sites for 47-079-01492 and Putnam B-85 demonstrated problems
with erosion and sediment control. At 47-079-01492 a log pile of about 8 feet in
diameter in height blocked sediment, which eventually reached the top of the
pile, but there was no control of sediment leaving the site from the long access
road. At Putnam B-85, a site constructed in late 2008 and yet to be drilled, the
sown seed barely germinated on the pad. Plugged culverts were noted at this
site, at 47-079-01492 and at 47-039-05999.

The industry didn’t show consistent lack of concern for
maintenance/management. Well 47-079-00746 in Putnam County, which we
first visited in 2008, demonstrated what was possible in performance in meeting
regulatory requirements and maintenance. Our only major concern at this site
was the presence of empty containers for three different chemicals.7 Another

                                                
4 A section on our website is devoted to the 2009 Gas Well Study and has pages showing wells
visited and a link for downloading this report: George Monk and Molly Schaffnit, Wells
Operated by Various Companies, Sootypaws website.
5 Required in 35CSR4.5.5.a (and 35CSR4.5.5.b for plugged wells). The API number, according to
the regulation, “consists of the state (47), county (001 through 109), and permit number.” API
numbers are also required in § 22.6.6(f).
6 Secondary containment requirements are split between 35CSR1.7 and West Virginia Division
of Environmental Protection, 1992, West Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Field Manual (cited
hereafter as Field Manual), III.D, Table III-1 and Figure III-5.
7 Three empty chemical containers were seen at 47-079-00746, all for products manufactured by
Auto-Chlor: Sanitizing Solution-CL, Rinse-Aid, and Machine Detergent No. 2. Auto-Chlor
products are for industrial dish washing systems and it’s possible the containers were reused.
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company, based in Putnam County, also showed a consideration for the
appearance of their wells and meeting regulatory requirements.

Below, we’ll survey major points: Missing or incorrect API number,
Secondary containment for condensate storage tanks, Maintenance issues,
Trash, Leak or spill, Vegetation issues, Drainage and sediment control, and
Road issues.

Missing or incorrect API number

Seven of the 15 sites we looked at had either no API number at all or the
wrong API number. The problem sites included a plugged well, which by
regulation requires an API number on the monument (35CSR4.5.5.b). One of the
sites (47-039-02026) with an incorrect API number is one we returned to this
year in order to carry out an environmental assessment. Another site (47-079-
00731) with an incorrect API number (wrong county) was brought to the
attention of the state in April 2009 by us in a complaint, but when we last
checked in June 2009 it still had the incorrect number.8

Three of the sites we visited had numbers that were hard to read or just
included the last group of digits.9 We did not count these as problem sites on
our table, even though they did not conform to regulatory requirements.

The requirement of an API number at the wellhead is the easiest state
regulation to satisfy and we’re troubled by operators’ inability to comply.

Secondary containment for condensate storage tanks

The state requires secondary containment with a rainwater drain for all
storage tanks. Federal SPCC regulations only require secondary containment
for tanks above a certain size and in close proximity to surface water.10 Two of
the sites we examined did not meet Federal requirements. In one instance the
problem was because of the type of secondary containment. Normally,
containment is created by constructing a dike around a tank. Three tanks seen
by us in 2009 had moat type structures, where the containment was a ditch
excavated around the tank. The problem with this type of containment is that,

                                                
8 The complaint is on our website: George Monk and Molly Schaffnit, Wells Operated by Various
Companies, 47-079-01492 and 47-079-00731, Sootypaws website.
9 These sites were: 47-079-00775, 47-079-00595 (a plugged well), and 47-079-00743.
10 The state’s regulations are based on Federal Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure
(SPCC) regulations but are broader in that they don’t state a tank size above which containment
is required, nor do the state’s regulations have location requirements in terms of being close to a
body of water (Federal SPCC regulations are 40CFR112). SPCC regulations cover a tank with a
volume above 1320 gallons. See Environmental Protection Agency, 2005, SPCC Guidance for
Regional Inspectors.
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without a rainwater drain, they fill with water and no longer can fulfill
containment requirements (110% of the tank’s volume).

This 100 barrel tank for 47-079-
00583 is on a floodplain and sits next
to a perennial stream.

The type of secondary
containment for this tank is a moat --
a ditch dug around the tank with a
low dike around the perimeter.

This is a closer view of the tank
for 47-079-00583. The perennial
stream course is just a few feet from
the tank’s secondary containment.
Because the tank is on a floodplain,
the groundwater level is close to the
surface and the moat was about half
full when we visited the site. The
dike had little height on the stream
side because of erosion. If the tank
leaked, condensate (crude
petroleum) would enter the stream
and quickly make its way to the
Pocatalico River.

It’s our understanding that tanks
on floodplains have to be tethered.
The steel cables for this tank are
hanging limply, not anchored to the
ground.

This is the plastic tank for 47-079-
00615. There is no secondary
containment. The tank has holes cut
into both ends near the top. Looking
inside we could see, by the stains,
that the brine/condensate level had
reached the holes.
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This is a large 200 barrel steel
tank for 47-079-00731 just above the
Pocatalico River. The secondary
containment (moat type) was
perfectly adequate until the operator
cut a trench through it when
renewing the pipes. The trench was
still through the dike when we last
visited in June 2009 and this is a clear
Federal SPCC violation.

The tank at 47-079-00731
pictured above had a contrived cover
made up of a bit of blue tarp, a piece
of steel plate, all topped with a rock.

We believe that all doors into
tanks should be locked.

Maintenance issues

Only one site in 2009’s survey had serious maintenance issues. This was 47-
039-02026 which was also a part of the 2008 Study. The main pipe from the
wellhead is severely corroded and needs to be replaced before it ruptures. We
believe that if the operator painted metal and maintained the painted
protection, this corrosion could have been prevented.

Other sites seen this year have well-painted metalwork. Well 47-079-00746,
first examined in 2008, has been our standard for a well-maintained site.

This is the wellhead for 47-039-
02026. The thickness of the steel pipe
has been halved by severe corrosion.
A rupture, unless the pipe is
replaced, is inevitable.

This operator does not paint the
metalwork at their wells.
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This is 47-079-00746 and is an
example of how we believe a well
should look. The metalwork is
painted and the site is well-grassed.
The large plastic tank in the
background is surrounded by a
secondary containment dike. Access
to the site is by a graveled road.

A problem we did note at the site
was empty chemical containers.

This is 47-079-00743, another
example of a well-maintained well.
This operator had special signs
created with the API number and
other information. Over time the
printing has faded on the signs so
that only the last few digits of the
API number are visible at two of the
sites we visited.

Trash

Trash was observed at a third of the sites. While it is possible that the
operator is also the surface owner at some of these sites, we are sure that trash
is also occurring on sites not owned by the operator.

This is a piece of metal trash at
47-039-02026. We believe this was
abandoned after the well was
worked over and not when the well
was drilled in the 1960s, in spite of
the fact that it lies in the 1960s open
pit.
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A large amount of trash in
various forms surrounds the site at
47-039-02026, usually in the woods
away from the cleared area. This is
some old pipe and a valve. Other
trash includes other pipe, parts of 50
gallon steel drums and steel cable.

This orange fencing was
abandoned at the edge of the site for
47-039-05999, a recently drilled well.
The orange fencing was probably
used to surround the pit.

Leak or spill

We saw or heard the evidence of a leak or spill at four of the sites we
looked at in 2009. Three of the sites showed large ground spills of condensate
which we believe occurred during transfer from a storage tank to a vac truck.
One well had a loudly audible natural gas leak occurring at a union joint.11

We noted condensate spills at
three sites that we visited in 2009.
This large spill (over 8 feet long) was
at 47-079-00739. In each case we
believe the condensate was spilled
during transfer from a tank to a vac
truck.

                                                
11 The well with the natural gas leak is 47-079-00615.
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Vegetation issues

The state wants oil and gas sites to be reclaimed and show proper
vegetation after drilling and during production. We found issues with sparse or
absent grass at six sites. In one instance at least, the poor vegetation was caused
by contamination. High chloride in soil prevents germination and growth of
grass.

This bare area is near the
separator for 47-039-02026 where
brine had been leaking. The soil here
tested 136 ppm for chloride and that
is the reason grass isn’t growing. A
contributing factor is damage caused
by deer hooves -- deer are attracted
to salt and ingest the soil. Deer have
churned up the soil here.

This is the site for Putnam B-85
that was constructed in late 2008 but
not drilled as yet. The operator
seeded the site, but almost no seed at
all germinated on the pad. It’s
possible to see grass growing on the
cut slope above.

In this case, the probable cause of
lack of germination was soil
compaction by heavy machinery.

Drainage and sedimentation control

The state requires operators to create and reclaim well sites using the standards
found in the West Virginia Erosion and Sedimentation Control Field Manual (as a
minimum standard),12 but we found at several sites a complete lack of
understanding of sedimentation control fundamentals.

                                                
12 The use of the Field Manual is mandated by law, §22.6.6(d), as the “minimum requirement.”
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We found the operator at the site
for 47-079-01492 did not understand
the essentials of sedimentation
control. In this case a straw bale has
been wedged into a ditch and is held
by a single pin.

Bales need to be anchored with
two pins so they won’t spin from the
force of water hitting them. In
addition, bales need to be anchored
at least 4 inches in the ground so that
water can’t run under and lift the
bale. The anchor pins should be tilted
to prevent the bale from rising.

This is the same bale weeks later.
It is sideways in the ditch and water
and sediment have run around it.

The ditch the above pictured bale
was in leads down to Poca River
Road. At one time there was a
sediment trap here to catch sediment
before it entered the culvert. Water
goes a short distance thence before
entering another culvert that passes
under Poca River Road and enters
the Pocatalico River.

The culvert under the well access
road is almost entirely blocked.
Months later, without the operator
clearing the sediment trap, the
culvert was entirely blocked and
water and sediment ran into and
across Poca River Road.
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This is an entirely filled sediment
trap by the well access road for 47-
039-05999. A culvert opening is
buried several feet below.

We found another culvert for this
well access road nearly blocked and a
third completely open. In that case
rocks blocked the ditch, forcing
water onto and across the well access
road.

A culvert opening is barely
visible here in the ditch beside the
extremely steep well access road for
Putnam B-85, an undrilled site.

On a 30% grade road like this,
culverts need to be spaced 50 feet
apart, not 100 feet.

Road issues

Three sites had well access roads which showed problems. One site (47-079-
01492) is a new well where sediment was flowing off the road into the
Pocatalico River. A water bar was installed in late 2008 or early 2009 but when
we examined the site we found the water bar cut through by vehicle tracks and
treads. The road had a 27% grade (steeper than the 20% maximum grade
allowed in the Field Manual -- II.A.1(A)(1)13) and should have been entirely
graveled. Another recently constructed site (Putnam B-85) with a road with a
30% grade did have the road surface entirely graveled.

One older site (47-079-00775) had a severely rutted entrance, but once the
road was in the woods showed how a properly constructed, with proper
drainage, earth road is possible. The rutted entrance was repaired in late 2009.

The road for 47-039-05999 was the worst we saw in 2009. Its problems were
caused by lack of graveling on the steep grade and extremely poor drainage
control.

                                                
13 “The maximum grade will be 20%.” The Field Manual does allow for a waiver by an inspector
on a case by case basis.
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This is the 27% grade well access
road for 47-079-01492. Poca River
Road is visible at the base (just
beyond the blue truck). The
Pocatalico River is visible beyond
Poca River Road.

A short driveway entrance was
graveled, but otherwise the access
road was mud. The operator
installed a waterbar about halfway
up to divert water and sediment
from going into the River, but when
we visited in January the waterbar
had been cut by vehicle tracks and
treads.

The operator did not install silt
fencing to protect the River.

This is the fully graveled access
road for Putnam B-85, an undrilled
well site. This road had a 30% grade
and is extremely steep.

The well access road for 47-079-
01492 should have been graveled like
this.

The well access road for 47-039-
05999 was the worst we saw this
year. Because of the steep grade, lack
of gravel and extremely poor
drainage control, the road surface
was severely rutted.
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Ruts in the well access road for
47-039-05999 were close to a foot
deep in parts.

These deep ruts at 47-079-00739
were caused by the weight of a vac
truck in mid-winter when the road
surface is softest.

The well access road entrance for
47-079-00775 was deeply rutted. This
was out in the open on a slope that
got lots of sun.

Operators in this state “daylight”
roads in order to help them dry.
Daylighting is the clearing of trees
(usually a width of about 50 feet or
so) so that sunlight can dry the road.

Poor drainage, unstable soils and
road use in inappropriate seasons
(mid-winter especially) cause ruts,
whether a road is daylighted or not.
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This is the same well access road
for 47-079-00775 in the woods where
little daylight reached the road
surface. The operator had taken
special care in constructing drainage
so that ruts were barely visible.

There isn’t a condensate storage
tank at this well site and thus no
need for the road to withstand heavy
vehicle use, such as by a vac truck.

Table 1. Wells examined and regulatory issues

API Number Missing or
Incorrect API
Number

Lacking or Inadequate Secondary
Containment for Condensate

Storage Tanks

Poca River Road

47-079-00583 inadequatea

47-079-00731 X dike breacheda

47-079-01492 (no tank)
47-079-00595 (plugged)
47-079-00615 X X
47-079-00743 (no tank)
47-079-00775 (no tank)
47-079-00746
47-079-00739 X X

Spanish Oak Road

47-079-00232 (storage well, no tank)
Putnam B-85

Long Road

47-079-00298 (plugged) X

Dry Branch

47-039-05999 X
47-039-01266 X no rainwater drain

Harmon’s Creek Road

47-039-02026 X
47-039-05714

Percentage of Wells Examined 47% 56%
aFederal SPCC violation
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Table 2. Wells examined and maintenance/management issues

API Number Maintenance
Issues

Trash Leak or
Spill

Vegetation
Issues

Drainage and
Sedimentation

Control

Road
Issues

Poca River Road

47-079-00583
47-079-00731 X X
47-079-01492 X X X X
47-079-00595 (plugged)
47-079-00615 X
47-079-00743
47-079-00775 (X)
47-079-00746
47-079-00739 X X

Spanish Oak Road

47-079-00232 (storage well)
Putnam B-85 X X

Long Road

47-079-00298 (plugged)

Dry Branch

47-039-05999 X X X X X
47-039-01266

Harmon’s Creek Road

47-039-02026 X X X
47-039-05714 X X

Percentage of Wells 7% 33% 27% 38% 19% 13%
(X) denotes problem that has been corrected
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Environmental Assessments

Three wells were more fully examined with environmental assessments.
Two of these we first visited in 2008 and the third was a site we’d been visiting
since November 2008 when the drill rig was still in place.

Our environmental assessments include a broader examination of the site
and areas nearby. To investigate contamination, we carried out soil and water
tests using Hach Quantab chloride test strips.14 We found contamination at all
three sites.

Contamination showing chloride can come from different sources:
brine/condensate spills, waste from drilling and fracturing a well, and waste
from working over a well later in its life in order to improve production. We
found examples of each.

At one site we also had a laboratory analysis made of soil where testing for
chloride showed a high concentration. We tested for five heavy metals normally
found in waste and two radionuclides. The sample had lead and arsenic
concentrations above the state’s normal maximum soil concentrations. The
arsenic concentration was also higher than the state’s and EPA’s soil screening
levels15 for soil to groundwater and residential soil. Both arsenic and lead
concentrations were higher than ecological soil screening levels.

Each site we examined had different characteristics but all three showed
problems with burial of solid waste pits as allowed in this state. One site also
showed, perhaps because of its age, multiple locations of contamination from a
variety of sources, not just pit waste.

Below, we’ll summarize the three site assessments.

                                                
14 A description of how we use the Quantab test strips is available on our website, George Monk
and Molly Schaffnit, Environmental Assessment -- Chloride Testing, Sootypaws website.
15 Soil screening level is abbreviated as SSL.
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Environmental assessment for 47-039-02026

This site showed surface contamination at three separate locations: near the
separator (brine contamination), at the site of a condensate/brine spill, and
exposed workover pit waste.16

Near the wellhead is a separator which removes liquids from natural gas.
The soil is bare in this area and tested for chloride at 136 ppm.17 This spot
showed signs of extensive deer activity.18

In the winter of 2007-08 the condensate storage tank overflowed for a
period of time. There wasn’t a secondary containment dike and the crude
petroleum and brine went down the hillside. A soil test at one spot found 42
ppm chloride. The sample had a strong condensate odor, even though this was
almost 18 months after the event.

The well was drilled in the mid-1960s and the structure for the pit is still
visible. A breach in the pit’s levee wall had been either created by erosion over
the years or was created by the operator after the well was drilled. The pit
solids were not covered by the operator afterwards. No elevated chloride was
found in the samples taken.

At another location a buried workover pit has become exposed (possibly
due to animal activity). Thick black plastic pit liner is visible at the sides of the
“notch” in the hillside and pieces litter the hillside below. Chloride was found
in the soil at 136 ppm. Extensive deer activity was noted at this spot.

                                                
16 George Monk and Molly Schaffnit, 2009,. Environmental Assessment for 47-039-02026, Raymond
City #6, Kanawha County, West Virginia.
17 We’ve found consistently that uncontaminated soil and water will have concentrations of
chloride of less than 30 ppm.
18 Scientists have found, at another well site in West Virginia, that deer will travel up to 6 km to
visit brine contaminated soil. Tyler A. Campbell, et al, 2004, “Unusual white-tailed deer
movements to a gas well in the central Appalachians.” Wildlife Society Bulletin 32(3).
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Map 1. The site of 47-039-02026

Table 3. Soil sample locations for 47-039-02026

ID Description Chloride

S1 Control, edge of pad none

S2 Notch 136 ppm

S3 By separator 136 ppm

S4 Supposed pit, 6 inches below surface trace

S5 Pad, between well and supposed pit none

S6 Below notch, further than S9 none

S7 Supposed pit, 17 inches below surface trace

S8 Ditch, below tank 42 ppm

S9 Below notch, between S2 and S6 trace

Note: Samples taken from surface except where noted. Locations
shown on map.
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Environmental assessment for 47-079-01492 and 47-079-00731

This environmental assessment investigated two closely involved well sites
just above the Pocatalico River.19 The older site, 47-079-00731, sits on a flat
below the recently drilled (2008) site of 47-079-01492. Both are operated by the
same company.

As noted above in the Well Survey part of this report, there are serious
problems with this site. The secondary containment for the 200 barrel tank was
breached by the operator for a period of at least 6 months (we have not
returned to the site since June 2009), a Federal SPCC violation. In addition, the
operator’s erosion and sedimentation controls were either lacking,
overwhelmed, or inappropriately applied.

We carried out 30 soil and water tests for chloride at or near this site which
track the flow of pollution from the closed pit for 47-079-01492 which
eventually reaches the Pocatalico River. A wetland to the east was affected as
were nearby areas on the pad for 47-079-00731.

The plume of pollution from the pit with chloride concentrations of 500
ppm or higher (sometimes much higher) went down the fill slope below the
closed pit, through a sediment barrier, across the pad for 47-079-00731 and
below. This pollution is diluted by water from off the site which it mixes with
before entering the Pocatalico River. At this location chloride was 57 ppm.

The map shows all soil and water test locations but the table following
provides information for just those locations with chloride above 30 ppm. The
map uses light red for sample locations under 30 ppm, dark red for above 30
ppm and underlining to indicate above 300 ppm. The table presents sample
locations from south to north.

According to the operator’s plat submitted as part of their application to
drill 47-079-01492, the distance between 47-07-01492 and 47-07-00731 is 229 feet.
We believe it is closer to 300 feet. In any case, pollution crosses hundreds of
feet, heading downhill, toward the River.

We did not observe water crossing the pad toward the closed pit, but we
did see water in the pit area and leaving that area at several points. It’s possible
the operator constructed the pit at the site of a spring. It’s this water that is
carrying the pollution across the two well sites.

                                                
19 George Monk and Molly Schaffnit, 2009, Environmental Assessment for 47-079-00731 and 47-
079-01492, Putnam County, West Virginia.
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Map 2. The sites of 47-079-731 and 47-079-01492

Table 4. Sample Locations for 47-079-01492

Zone C -- Slipped portion of pad and part of closed pit area.

S9 Soil sample from closed pit area in wet spot north
of 1492.

477 ppm

S7 Soil sample from closed pit area in wet spot north
of 1492.

>650 ppm

W19 Water sample from easternmost area of pit, by
drainage from pit.

383 ppm

W18 Water sample from eastern area of pit, by
drainage from pit.

>650 ppm

Zone D -- Fill slope below closed pit.

S3 Soil sample from fill slope close to log pile.
Sample was from drainage from pit.

513 ppm

S1 Soil sample from fill slope close to log pile.
Sample was from drainage from pit.

285 ppm
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Zone E -- Log pile.

S8 Soil sample from east of log pile, just above
pipeline.

 149 ppm

S2 Soil sample from high in log pile above S4. 285 ppm

W3 Water sample in log pile above W2. >650 ppm

S4 Soil sample in log pile above W4. 356 ppm

Zone F -- Flat where 731 and tank are located.

W11 Water sample from large puddle between log pile
and W10.

102 ppm

W10 Water sample from large puddle with tadpoles
and vegetation north of log pile.

113 ppm

W4 Water sample between log pile and wide ditch. >650 ppm

W2 Water sample from west of 731. >650 ppm

S5 Soil sample from disturbed soil above wide ditch. 192 ppm

W1 Water sample from wide ditch east of 731. 595 ppm

W13 Water sample from east of 731 in wetland area
about 100 feet beyond edge of site.

57 ppm

Zone G -- Bench between flat for 731 and paved road and bank above
paved road.

W15 Water sample on bench below wide ditch from
flat (Zone F).

595 ppm

W7 Water grab sample from flow down bank above
culvert.

42 ppm

Zone H -- Poca River Road and two culverts under road draining
water from site and other water.

W5 Water grab sample taken from flow into eastern
culvert at culvert mouth.

57 ppm

W6 Water grab sample taken from flow into eastern
culvert at culvert mouth after heavy rain.

49 ppm
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Environmental assessment for 47-039-05714

This well was drilled in 2005 to the Marcellus formation. After the well was
completed and the pit waste was buried in its liner the liner was breached. We
believe this happened during reclamation while the site was being graded since
we found fragments of pit liner at another location, far from the pit area.20

Within the perimeter of exposed black plastic pit liner (approximately 15 by
100 feet), vegetation was extremely sparse, non-existent at the western end. We
took soil samples through this perimeter, and outside, and found elevated
chloride within. The table below shows just the results for the traverse tested;
full details can be found in our environmental assessment.

At the same location (S5) of the highest chloride (>650 ppm) we took a soil
sample for laboratory analysis and these results are shown in Table 6. It should
be noted that in the operator’s Discharge Monitoring Report for the liquid
waste for this pit, the chloride concentration was given as 2,125 ppm, lower
than what the laboratory found in the soil sample.

Map 3. Site for 47-039-05714

                                                
20 George Monk and Molly Schaffnit, 2009, Environmental Assessment for 47-039-05714, Raymond
City #11, Kanawha County, West Virginia. Fragments of pit liner were found where sample S1
was taken. Exposed pit liner and poor vegetative cover is also found at 47-039-05999.
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Table 5. Sample locations and chloride concentrations

ID Sample Location Chloride

S4 Soil test sample from westernmost point of traverse,
outside of exposed black plastic perimeter.

trace

S5 Soil test sample 28 feet east of S4 on traverse, inside
exposed black plastic perimeter.

>650 ppm

S6 Soil test sample 28 feet east of S5 on traverse, inside
exposed black plastic perimeter, next to piece of steel
cable.

331 ppm

S7 Soil test sample 28 feet east of S6 on traverse, inside
exposed black plastic perimeter.

136 ppm

S8 Soil test sample 28 feet east of S7 on traverse, outside
exposed black plastic perimeter, at the easternmost
end of the traverse.

<30 ppm

5714-A Soil sample for laboratory analysis, the same location
as S5 but from 4-5 inches below the surface.

2,550 ppm

Note: Samples taken from surface except where noted. Locations shown on
map.

Table 6. Laboratory analysis for 5714-A

Concentration CAS Number

Chloride 2550 ppm 16887-00-6

Arsenic 16 ppm 7440-38-2

Barium 203 ppm 7440-39-3

Cadmium Not Detected 7440-43-9

Calcium 37100 ppm 7440-70-2

Chromium 27.9 ppm 7440-47-3

Lead 23.4 ppm 7439-92-1

Magnesium 6400 ppm 7439-95-4

Sodium 1230 ppm 7440-23-5

Radium 226 1.57 pCi/g 13982-63-3

Radium 228 1.35 pCi/g 15262-20-1

Arsenic and lead had concentrations above normal maximum soil
background levels for this state and we assessed the site for these contaminants
of concern.21 Arsenic’s concentration was higher than the state’s soil screening

                                                
21 West Virginia soil background concentration levels are found in Table 2-3 of West Virginia
Department of Environmental Protection, 2001, West Virginia Voluntary Remediation and
Redevelopment Act: Guidance Manual Version 2.1.
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levels for soil to groundwater (almost 3 times higher than the SSL) and
residential soil (41 times higher). Both arsenic and lead concentrations were
higher than ecological soil screening levels consulted.

Since a residence is nearby and the site is apt to become the location for
another home in the future, since there is a spring-fed cistern nearby, and since
unusual deer activity at the laboratory sample location shows ingestion of the
soil by animals, we believe there is cause for remediation of the site to remove
waste materials.
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Waste Management

The state focuses on management of liquid waste created during drilling
and fracturing natural gas wells. The General Water Pollution Control Permit22 has
parameters within which liquid pit and fracturing waste can be land applied.

We investigated a well-documented instance where the program had
disastrous effects -- extensive death of affected vegetation including trees -- that
occurred in 2008 at the Fernow Experimental Forest in Tucker County.23 We
attempted to reproduce the effects in extremely small plots (six square feet
total) in our own woods.

The state’s permit allows land application of wastes having a chloride
concentration of up to 25,000 ppm (this concentration limit was cut in half the
autumn of 2009). At Fernow 80,000 gallons of waste were applied to between a
third and a half an acre, roughly 4 gallons per square foot. The operator’s
Discharge Monitoring Report showed a chloride concentration of 6,200 ppm but
U.S. Forest Service testing showed a concentration of between 13,500 to 14,250
ppm.

We applied chloride solution at 6,200 ppm and 14,000 ppm at four gallons
per square foot to two test plots of three square feet each and sprayed a much
smaller amount on branches of two beech trees.

The negative effects of chloride were evident at both plots though the
higher concentration plot’s effects were more extreme: one species of plant lost
most of its leaves in a week’s time.

Effects included the eventual death of almost all maple seedlings in both
plots and visible changes in leaves of other species. Later in the test period we
were also able to see effects on the branches of beech trees sprayed with the two
concentrations.

We plan to do more extensive testing beginning the spring of 2010. Our
tests in 2009 demonstrated that negative effects could be visibly profound
though we still don’t know if these effects will persist for the plots and sprayed
branches. We also don’t know a threshold since effects were seen at both
concentrations, or if the effects were due more to load rather than
concentration. For 2010 we will be evaluating more concentration levels and
also various loads. It’s possible that a large quantity of waste at a lower
concentration deposited in a set area might have a worse effect than a smaller
quantity but with a higher concentration.

                                                
22 West Virginia Office of Oil and Gas, General Water Pollution Control Permit, GP-WV-1-88. This
is cited in the text hereafter as General Permit.
23 George Monk and Molly Schaffnit, What Happened at Fernow, Sootypaws website.
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We used table salt (sodium
chloride) as our source for chloride in
the tests we’ve done so far. It’s
possible that calcium chloride might
have different effects. The sandwich
bag on the left holds 6,200 ppm
chloride for 4 gallons. The bag on the
right holds 14,000 ppm chloride. This
was the load per square foot.

Maple seedlings were in both
plots.

The 6,200 ppm plot had a small
hickory (?) sapling.
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This is the test plot for 14,000
ppm chloride. This plot included a
small sassafras sapling at the top of
the photo, several maple seedlings,
and several plants we tentatively
identified as huckleberry in the
bottom of the photo.

Maple seedlings began showing
the effects of chloride in both plots 5
days after application of the fluid.

The huckleberries in the 14,000
ppm plot began to show effects the
next day with color changes in their
leaves. The leaves began to fall off 5
days later.
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A maple seedling is in the center
of the photo with its leaves showing
signs of chlorosis -- too much
chloride. One of the huckleberry’s
leaves is visible in the lower right,
also showing chlorosis. Most of the
leaves had fallen off the huckleberry
plants 11 days after application in the
14,000 ppm plot when this photo was
taken.

This is the huckleberry plant
photographed in the 14,000 ppm plot
50 days later.

This photograph was taken in
the 14,000 ppm plot 50 days later and
it’s possible to see, compared to the
fourth photo in this series, the
changes undergone due to the effects
of chloride.

We tested the soil in both plots a
week after application and found
chloride at 331 ppm in both. It had
rained two separate times between
the application of the chloride
solutions and when we took soil
tests.
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This photo was taken 50 days
after the application in the 6,200 ppm
plot (compare with the third photo in
this series).

Some of the effects of high
chloride were visible in plants by
changes in leaf color and death.
Other plants, like this hickory
sapling, show changes that appear to
be caused by insects, but were not
seen in the surrounding, untreated,
woods. We believe that stress on the
plant made it easier for insects to
attack.

We don’t have a good
photograph of what the 6,200 ppm
plot looked like before application.
This photo shows what it looked like
50 days later. Mortality wasn’t as
high here, though maple seedlings
had the same low survival rate as in
the higher concentration plot.

We sprayed solutions of the
liquid on the plots and on branches
of two nearby beech trees. Both plots
had most of the application by
pouring the liquid over a several-
hour period so there was no ponding
or run-off.

The beech branches that had
received sprayed solution showed, at
50 days, effects that we couldn’t find
on any nearby beech trees. The tree
sprayed by the 14,000 ppm solution
showed the strongest effects.
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Solid waste management

Solid waste management at well sites is not regulated by the state,24 in spite
of the Department of Environmental Protection’s awareness of the potential
toxicity of the waste due to a number of factors (according to their 1985 Fact
Sheet: “Low pH, very high pH, high concentrations of metals, organics [TOC]
and chloride”).25 The state’s management of liquid waste includes the use of
hydroxide treatment and settling to precipitate out heavy metals. These metals
and chloride remain in the solid waste that is left on the site.

Our environmental assessments of three of the fifteen sites we examined
this year show that this pit waste can be exposed on the surface (as at 47-039-
02026’s workover pit and 47-039-05714’s drilling waste pit) or can be
transported a distance from the closed pit (as at 47-079-01492).

Ways to prevent this exposure to the environment of this potentially toxic
waste, if it’s to be left on the site, have been known for decades. The material
needs to be encapsulated in a pit liner able to retain its integrity over a long
period of time. At the present in West Virginia, operators are not required to
use pit liners and when new regulations take effect pit liners need only be 20
mil thick, which is not effective.

Encapsulation of waste entails the careful wrapping of waste within its
liner so that the liner is not pierced or torn in any way. Using a steel rod to pin
the corners closed is not acceptable.

The encapsulated cell of pit waste then needs to be buried deep enough so
that it won’t ever be disturbed. There is no requirement for encapsulation of
waste in this state and as 47-039-05714 shows, the waste cell is buried shallowly
-- at a depth where it can be disturbed by plant roots or a farmer’s plow. The
encapsulated waste needs to be at a depth so it will not be disturbed by a house
foundation or waterline. Pennsylvania requires 18 inches of cover.26 The
Argonne National Laboratory recommends 36 inches of cover.27

Our one laboratory test of pit waste shows dangerous levels of heavy
metals which has increased our concern on this issue. We plan to investigate
other sites for metals in 2010.

                                                
24 The state has no specific regulations pertaining to the solid waste generated during drilling or
working over a well. One item in 35CSR4 does require that the reclamation of a pit not cause an
overflow or discharge into the waters of the state (35CSR4.16.g) which could be seen also to
pertain to solid waste. Another item, 35CSR4.16.h, states that pits after reclamation “not be left
in such condition as to constitute a hazard or to prevent use of the surface for agricultural
purposes.”
25 [West Virginia Division of Environmental Protection], 1985, 1985 Fact Sheet, Rationale, and
Information for General NPDES Permit for Oil and Gas Operations in West Virginia.
26 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania Code, Chapter 78.62, subsection (A)18.
27 Argonne National Laboratory, Fact Sheet - Onsite Burial (Pits, Landfills), Drilling Waste
Management.
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Conclusion

At the end of our 2008 Study we made the recommendation that the state
prepare educational materials for operators so that operators would better
understand regulatory demands, also so that other issues, covered by the state’s
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Field Manual, but which we find are either little
understood by industry or ignored, would be managed better. Our attempts to
discuss this matter with the company operating wells in the 2008 Study, a state
industry organization (Independent Oil and Gas Association of West Virginia),
and the Office of Oil and Gas, met with little or no response. Sites we’ve
returned to in 2009 (up until the end of December) still had missing or incorrect
API numbers and were still lacking secondary containment structures, though
we didn’t return to all the sites we examined in 2008. One site (47-039-05714)
did have, in October 2009, a newly constructed dike for its condensate storage
tank.

The sites we examined in 2009 show the same range of problems we saw in
2008. A large number, 53%, of sites don’t meet regulatory standards. Other
issues such as leaks and spills and sedimentation control problems were widely
evident.

We believe as long as the state and industry have no interest in educating
operators these problems will persist.

Our environmental assessments showed less readily visible problems with
the state’s program of waste management. At each site we assessed, we found
profound signs of exposed or mobile solid pit waste.

Before liquid waste is land applied under the General Permit, a hydroxide
treatment is used to precipitate out dangerous metals. This precipitate is
incorporated in the solid waste buried on site. While the state has requirements
for the management of liquid pit waste, it has no requirements for the
management of solid pit waste, which could be more hazardous. The absence of
such requirements is a glaring lack in the state’s waste management program.

In 2010 we plan to expand our survey area further into Kanawha and
Putnam Counties. We plan to carry out more environmental assessments and
we plan to examine more closely the effects of land application of high chloride
liquids on woodland vegetation.

At the end of our 2008 Study we felt that the problems we had seen were
manageable. At the end of our 2009 study we feel that there is little interest by
the state or industry to manage lapses in regulatory compliance. We also feel
that the state’s waste management program, or lack of it, may prove to be a
tremendous challenge for the state and industry to rectify and an impossible
burden on the health of the state’s residents.
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